Kent has conducted over 1500 Voices of VR podcast interviews featuring the pioneering artists, storytellers, and technologists driving the resurgence of virtual & augmented reality. He's an oral historian, experiential journalist, & aspiring philosopher, helping to define the patterns of immersive storytelling, experiential design, ethical frameworks, & the ultimate potential of XR. You can follow his work on Twitter @kentbye and http://voicesofvr.com/
John is Executive Director of The IEEE Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems that has two primary outputs – the creation and iteration of a body of work known as Ethically Aligned Design: A Vision for Prioritizing Human Well-being with Autonomous and Intelligent Systems and the recommendation of ideas for Standards Projects focused on prioritizing ethical considerations in A/IS. Currently, there are thirteen approved Standards Working Groups and one completed Standard in the IEEE P7000™ series.
Mathana is an artist, interplanetary philosopher, and AI/XR/robot ethicist whose work sits at the intersection of technical standards, policy, advocacy, and theory. They curate the project @automationomics, co-authored the IEEE’s Ethically Aligned Design chapter on XR, and lead the Initiative’s policy track. Mathana is a fellow at the Centre for Internet and Human Rights (European University Viadrina), has a master’s from the J-school at the Chinese University of Hong Kong (Global Communication), and studied international relations and law at the University of Texas at Dallas. [Mathana is a mononym; and uses the pronouns ‘they’/’them’]